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Sebastian Cheek

YI Treasurer Manifesto



ABOUT ME

I’ve been a member of UKIP for several years now and

seen its financial position rise and fall as the seasons

change. When big donors leave or when a lack of

direction leads to stagnation in the grassroots, we see a

deteriorated financial predicament. A lack of capital

means those who’re passionate and enthusiastic are

starved of resources. This can be in the form of a lack of

travel bursaries, a lack of leafletting material or a lack of

big name support.



Click the image to watch a short

clip about why to vote for me!



Education:



Previous Jobs (continued):



• University of Exeter 2017-2021



•



Infinity International 2016

Executive Account Manager

Foreign Exchange trading firm. I liased with firms with

an FX turnover of over £1mn per annum and protected

them against the volatility seen in the forex markets

post-brexit.



•



New Media Central UK Editor 2016 onwards



•



Other non-financial roles include: Bartender at the

RAC, PR Consultant, Mystery Shopper and Butcher



BSc Economics with a year in Industry

First year undergraduate (Predicted a First)

• Godalming College (2014-2016)



A-Level Economics, Mathematics and Politics

(A*-A-B Respectively)

• Recipient of University of Exeter debating scholarship



2017-18



Previous Jobs:

• Immediate Financial 2017—CASS Officer



Tasked with reconciling the client base, Creditor Pay-out

using accountancy software like Sage 50, 250, Debt Solv

etc.



Work Experience:

•



Internship planned for December this year in the field of

Quantum Accounting at BlackRock Expert Services



“I have always had a great passion for finance, wealth and

economics. From a young age, I was always been fiscally responsible and would rather save than spend. Over time,

that passion wriggled its way into my education and that’s

why I achieved an A* and 2nd in my year in A Level Economics, and why I am now studying BSc Economics at Exeter University. From working as a CASS Officer at a financial

firm this year, to working in foreign exchange helping firms

with a foreign exchange turnover of over a million pounds

per annum to mitigate their volatility—where Brexit played

a key role in the fluctuations—employers saw my potential

and that’s why I was the only teenager on a desk full of

graduates. I am extremely ambitious and that’s why I want

to continue the work I’ve been doing at UKIP Students

Treasurer to create synergy between the party’s two youth

movements. With your support, I look forward to making

this happen.”



GROWTH

&amp; STABILITY

TRIPLE CURRENT BANK BALANCE

With the influx of new patrons and private donations as well as profit making

social events and conferences, I firmly believe I can triple the bank balance of YI

where it stood when our previous chairman put us under NEC control. This is a

competitive target but it’s best to aim your bow for the head, because if you miss

you’ll hit the chest. A strong financial position for YI means a strong YI. Our

members need to have the ability to pursue their aims and ambitions, with the

knowledge it won’t be costing them greatly. As a libertarian I believe that every

effort must be made to protect the individual where appropriate.



NO OVERDRAFT

I used to work in the finance department of a debt

management firm. Debt is a horrible thing that destroys

families and firms. We will make sure that we never go into

our overdraft. Hopefully, this is something we never have to

consider but if YI takes a turn for the worst I will refuse to

go into the overdraft, even if that means I lose my job. Let

me be succinct; should worst come to worst I will refuse to vote for any motion which

requires YI’s finances to go into debt and if I’m outvoted, I will resign from my post.



OPENING

NEW DOORS

TIERED PATRONS SYSTEM

I wasn’t a big fan of the Wood/Donnelly

Campaign but credit where credit is due, their

tiered patron system was a good idea. Anyone

who wants to contribute should be have the

ability to contribute. It should not be restricted

to those who can afford £25 per month. If you

hate seeing Britain’s current demise then UKIP

is your home. If you want a strong UKIP, then

you need a strong youth wing with hefty

finances. The Tiers will be as follows:

•



Purple Tier: £5 pm



•



Silver Tier: £25 pm



•



Bronze Tier: £15 pm



•



Gold Tier: £50+ pm



Please note all current patrons will be given gold tier privileges for my term as a

thank you for their loyalty and continued support through this last year. Privileges will

be as follows: All patrons will receive a coloured pin badge and quarterly reports as

standard. The badges shall be re-designed every year. The rewards for each tier will

be decided by the executive in our first meeting.



INTRODUCE MEDIA BUDGET

One of the reason that UKIP came to fame was Nigel’s presence on youtube and

social media. This enabled us to grow exponentially. With social media being such

an important part of our lives, it’s key we take advantage of it. A media budget is

necessary to grow YI’s awareness and promote talent within the party. That budget

should be somewhere between £300 and £500 but will be assessed once the party’s

finances are revealed. It could be more, it could be less. The spending of that budget

will be entirely at the media officer’s discretion.



YOUR MONEY,

YOUR TREASURER

YI-STUDENTS SYNERGY

Thanks to Jake Painter, we have a vibrant wing of UKIP

in the form of UKIP Students. With Joe Simons opening a

branch in Kent and myself opening a branch in Exeter, we

see a great level of growth and increased engagement

amongst our students. As the current treasurer of UKIP

Students, having been tasked with opening the bank

account of an independent organisation separate from YI,

I think having the closest synergy possible is extremely

beneficial. I will be able to help manage a smooth

transition period. I’ll be able to do so from a neutral and

strictly financial position, having assessed the position from

both sides and having seen the financial needs and

predicament from both organisations. Additionally, if I was appointed Treasurer of YI. I would

put in place a standardised treasury platform whereby future treasurers would have an easier

time visualising information, as well as making it easier for other committee members to

understand the financial jargon. The essence of this change is to streamline the financial side of

UKIP youth, saving people time and enabling people to get on with their lives. I am prepared to

sacrifice my time in the short run to save others time in the long run.



MONTHLY MEMBERS REPORT

Every month I’ll submit a financial position of Young Independence’s finances. It will be limited

to whether our position has increased or decreased, how many new patrons we have and

whether we’ve achieved a surplus or deficit this month. Exact financial positions will not be

disclosed to the members. I believe it’s important to let the members know whether or not the

finances are healthy. This policy gives the members the opportunity to see into the often hidden

world of finance within the party. It acts to reassure them that that YI will be in safe hands and

they have one less thing to worry about.



KEEPING YOUR

POCKET FULL

MEMBERSHIP FEE

Our new leadership has

said that they will be

increasing the membership

costs for Under 22s from £2

per annum to £20 per

annum. This is

unacceptable. On my first

week in office, after

viewing the membership

and financial figures, I’ll

draft a proposal to Henry

with the recommendation

that we reduce the cost of

membership drasticaly

from its proposed level.

U22’s on the whole cannot

afford £20 a year, we must

make it affordable for

them. I will fight tooth and

nail to get a deal that

works for our young

members.



TRAVEL EXPENSES

All personnel who come to YI approved events will receive a full or partial travel bursary. The

terms of this are that they clear their travel with the treasurer beforehand to ensure they’re not

flying first class to London via Geneva. It will be convention that all trips will be entirely covered

but the chairman reserves the power to advise the Chairman that the finances aren’t in a

position to cover expenses. In which case a partial bursary will be given (likely 50%). Financial

incentives will also be given to those who take other YI members to events (carpooling). Cutting

costs is often overlooked but shouldn’t be anymore. We need to ensure that we grow at one end

but we don’t spend unecessarily. We need a policy of thrift, whereby we prioritise important

spending like travel expenses and minimise unnecessary spending.



BRITAIN

OF FREEDOM

As the role of treasurer involved finances and a small degree

of microeconomics. I believe it’s important for the treasurer to

have a position on the macroeconomic state of the UK and

the world as a whole. My positions

are as follows:



MOVE TOWARDS 20% FLAT TAX

The Higher Rate of UK income tax should be immediately

reduced to 35%, the Additional Rate should fall to 40%

and a new tax bracket should be opened up for those

earning over £250,000 with a tax rate of 45%. This is an

immediate aide whilst we move to a system where

everybody earning above the personal allowance should

pay 20% of their income in taxation. This along with

increases in the personal allowance would lead to

economic growth which is synonymous with higher wages

and better living standards.



SIMPLIFY THE TAX CODE

The UK tax code is far too complicated and has far too

many loop holes. This means that wealthy individuals and big companies can avoid taxes by hiring lawyers to get

around the tax laws. It also means Small-Medium Enterprises have to spend hours of their time learning and doing

accountancy or hiring an accountant out of a stretched budget. With a simplified tax code we take a huge

burden off the backs of Entrepreneurs and enable them to get on with what they do

best: Providing a higher standard economic good or service at

the lower price than their competition.



REDUCE ENERGY COSTS



The notion of reducing energy costs may sound like an issue for another department

but alas it’s imperative to economic growth. Inputs, such as raw materials or energy costs, can make up a significant

degree of a firm’s costs. It’s estimated that the average factory’s energy costs make up 40 percent of their total

costs. Burdensome energy costs reduce their profit level, raise their prices and force them to become

uncompetitive. Cheaper energy prices can be obtained through fracking or

investing in nuclear energy which, for all those greens out

there, emits next to no greenhouse gases.

INVEST IN SUPPLY-SIDE

Jean-Baptiste Say said famously “Supply creates its own demand”. We all work

and produce goods and services so that we can buy goods and services with the income. Only by growing

our infrastructure and fundamentally, raising our level of productivity (which is lower than the French who strike

more than they surrender) can we sustainably grow. This can be achieved by reducing the income tax rates, funding

apprenticeships and valuable degree courses (STEM subjects for example) and refusing to fund worthless degrees

(gender studies, feminist studies etc). Private roads should be built as well.



STRONG

FINANCES

A STRONG YI NEEDS

STRONG FINCANCES
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